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Siân has worked within the recruitment sector since 2010, gaining 
experience in a variety of specialisms in the permanent, temporary and 
contract markets. Having begun her recruitment career within a 
candidate-resourcing role, Siân fully understands the difficulties of 
finding the right person in today’s market where skill-sets are in short 
supply and she is constantly developing innovative methods to source 
the best talent for her clients.

With her honest, open and reliable approach to recruiting, combined 
with a second-to-none work ethic, Siân develops long-lasting 
relationships with clients who trust and value the service she 
provides. She believes that for clients and candidates to get the most 
from their recruitment drive and job search, it needs to be more than 
just a process or a means to an end. Similarly, for Siân, recruitment is 
more than just a job; it’s about providing excellent customer service 
from start to finish, enabling each client to find the perfect recruit that 
will take their business to the next level and helping each candidate to 
find the position that will change their career.

As a Recruitment Business Partner at Netbox Recruitment Ltd, Siân’s 
pledge to you is that you will always receive the very best of service 
from someone who is committed to understanding your environment 
and business needs and who will strive to present you with the perfect 
candidate every time.

Thank you for being so flexible and understanding 
and for helping me in my job search! You’ve been 
fabulous and I would not hesitate to use your 
services again.

Georgia
Candidate placed as Service Supervisor

Netbox Recruitment are amazing. They are so easy to 
work with. Siân was quick to get me an interview that 
turned into a job within three days! I liked how quickly 
she worked, how she listened to what I was looking 
for and then found the perfect job for me. Other 
recruitment agencies have just thrown loads of jobs 
at me, whether they suited my requirements or not.

James
Candidate placed, Field Sales Executive

Shona
HR Advisor at Ecolution Group
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Siân has been a driving force in supplying fantastic 
quality candidates to our business, consistently 
meeting our needs as a company. A true professional 
with the ability to adapt at short notice to our 
changing needs...Siân has taken the time to get to 
know our business, culture and vision, ensuring that 
the candidates we receive match our requirements. 
Professional, approachable and reliable – a fantastic 
Recruitment Business Partner whom I highly 
recommend.
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